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Dean’s message

A year like no other

I

study business cycles, and I use terms to
reflect extreme shocks — depressions, black
swans, high sigma events.
They are unexpected. I had read stories
about the possibilities of pandemics but even
in February, as I was discussing the impact of
COVID on China and from there on the U.S.
economy, I did not foresee the disruptions visiting my own campus only a few weeks later.
How we responded to that is a story you
can read later in this publication. We are
proud of this story. We often joke about
building the plane while it’s flying: This was
the year we really did that.
What I learned this year was how many
hands it takes to build that plane, and how
many thank you’s I owe to them.
It is with the deepest gratitude that I thank
first our students. We learned that many
students struggled with the change to remote
learning, particularly in those first few, hectic
weeks where we had to turn on a dime. And
yet they came back. I am grateful that they
kept faith with us that we could continue to
deliver education to them.
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We planned to move the entire structure of
student support into a new center before the
pandemic, then we did it and it turned out to
be better for our students while keeping our
staff safe. Our staff miss each other many days,
but our team has never been stronger. I give
thanks for them every day.
Our faculty went on spring break in March
planning to return to classes ten days later.
Ten became 24, in which time they got that
plane up in the air. You might want to call
that a team effort (and there was collaboration) but in reality each faculty member asked
“What do I need to do to finish the semester?”
and then did that. Almost immediately, they
then turned to how to teach in the fall. For
their tireless efforts, I thank them.
Elsewhere in this report you will also read of
the amazing support we received from alumni
and community partners. New scholarships
were created in the middle of a pandemic that
led to the sharpest recession in U.S. history.
Thank you for the generosity shown to the
School of Public Affairs.
COVID makes you grateful, not only for
your health but for the relationships you have.
It is those relationships that makes me look
forward to the vaccines and the hope of seeing
each other without a screen between us in
2021.

King Banaian
Dean, School of Public Affairs
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THRIVING

Alumna’s small business weathers pandemic, celebrates 5-year anniversary
When Mandy Cardinal ’10 opened a coffee
shop and café in Red Wing, Minnesota five
years ago she never imagined the business
would have to weather a pandemic. It has.
Mandy’s Coffee & Café opened July 22,
2015 and is the only independent coffee
shop in Red Wing with the business core
being beverages (coffee, tea, espresso). The
café focuses on more than just the product,
but on fostering a place for community and
connection in Red Wing.
After nearly five years of steady annual
growth of 15-20% per year, Mandy’s Coffee
and Café was forced to close March 17 due
to the governor’s COVID-19 Stay-at-Home
mandate.
With a degree in business management and
a minor in economics from St. Cloud State,
Cardinal immediately began planning for
when the café could re-open. Plans and
procedures had to be put in place to serve
customers safely and economically. “We
are learning to adapt to the time we find
ourselves in,” she said.
Cardinal developed a safer re-opening
strategy with curbside and to-go orders and
implemented an online ordering system
for coffee and espresso beverages. She
also factored in the increasing costs with
re-opening: sanitation products, labor costs,
to-go packaging, and increased credit card
transaction fees.
Mandy’s Coffee and Café was granted a Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan and
Cardinal applied for a second round in July.
Combine that with the support from the
local community and Mandy’s has weathered the storm.

4 School of Public Affairs

Pictured: Mandy Cardinal (left) with employee, Ann, at the counter
of Mandy’s Coffee & Café; COVID-19 measures in place.

“We are making it through the COVID-19
pandemic because the government responded and the community loves this business,”
Cardinal said, “For both things, I am so
grateful.”
Mandy’s re-opened its doors April 29 and
has been busy ever since.

Support Mandy’s
Mandy’s Coffee & Café
419 W 3rd Street
Red Wing, MN 55066
mandyscafe.com

@mandyscoffeecafe
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PARTNERS IN CRIME
I

dentical twins are a rare occurrence. Seeing identical twins
around the campus of St. Cloud State University, even
rarer.
For over a year, the Department of Criminal Justice had
three sets in the program at the same time.
Finding their way to study criminal justice at St. Cloud
State, Jamie and Jessica Bird, Bobby and Bryan Johnson,
and Matthew and Terry Vertina share many similarities with
their twin as well as among this peer group.
They all have a drive and passion to help people and serve
the communities they work for, and they are getting there
… together.
JAMIE AND JESSICA BIRD

Jamie and Jessica Bird, born one minute apart, are identical mirror twins from Barnum, Minnesota. Active in high
school sports – hockey, volleyball, track, and golf – they
hold a special place in their hearts for their time on the ice
playing high school hockey.
It was in high school when Jamie and Jessica knew they
wanted to pursue a career in law enforcement. With an aunt
and uncle – both police officers in the Twin Cities – they
jumped at the opportunity for a ride-along, which left them
hooked.
“I started to get curious every time I saw someone pulled
over or when there was an accident,” Jamie said.
Looking forward to their career goals of becoming police
6 School of Public Affairs

officers, choosing St. Cloud
State was easy. There is a family history here. Both parents earned their degrees
from St. Cloud State and
their aunt, current police
officer Justina Bird ’97,
also graduated from St.
Cloud State.
In high school, Jamie
Jamie (left) and Jessica Bird
and Jessica were afforded the
opportunity to attend a high
performance hockey camp at the
Herb Brooks National Hockey
Center. “I fell in love with what
the campus offered and where
it was located,” Jessica said.
Jamie and Jessica will graduate with degrees in Criminal
Justice after attending the
law enforcement training skills
program next summer. Jamie has
her sights set on becoming a K9 police
officer and Jessica to land in Northern Jamie and Jessica with
Minnesota where she can work up the their parents at a high
school hockey game.
chain of command.

EMIRC NI SRENTRAP
By Danae Swanson

BOBBY AND BRYAN JOHNSON

Growing up in Fridley, Bobby and Bryan
Johnson were bitten by the law enforcement bug early.
They witnessed their older brother,
Shawn Murphy ’14 ’18, earn degrees in
Criminal Justice and Public Safety Executive Leadership from St. Cloud State
and go on to work for the Fridley Police
Department. Murphy encouraged them
to participate in the Anoka County PoBobby (left) and Bryan Johnson
lice Explorers program at the age of 14.
From day one as Explorers, they were
hooked. “I don’t think I would enjoy
Bryan and Bobby Johnson with older brother Shawn Murphy,
doing anything besides law enforcement,” said Bryan.
a 2014 and 2018 graduate of St. Cloud State.
The Explorers program is designed to introduce paration, Bobby and Bryan volunteered as reserve officers for
ticipants to careers, life skills, service learning, character
the Fridley Police Department.
education, and leadership experience. Bobby and Bryan
Graduating December 2020 with degrees in Criminal
received basic law enforcement training, assisted officers in
Justice
and having completed and passed the law enforcedaily duties, and participated in community events.
ment
skills
training, both Bobby and Bryan have passed
Born six minutes before Bryan – “The best six minutes
the
P.O.S.T.
licensure exam and are on their way to servof my life,” he jokes – Bobby’s career goals include becoming communities. Bryan began working at the Centennial
ing a K9 officer and eventually SWAT.
Lakes Police Department in mid-October and Bobby is in
Bryan, who describes both himself and his brother as
the application/hiring process of two different Twin Cities
hard-working, has his eyes set on a larger agency such as
departments.
Minneapolis or St. Paul. To gain experience before gradu2020 Annual Report | stcloudstate.edu/sopa 7

The universal probability of identical twins is
one birth of every 285 or .0069 percent.

Continued

Partners in Crime

In spring of 2020, criminal justice majors
made up approximately 2% of St. Cloud
State’s undergraduate population.

MATTHEW AND TERRY VERTINA

Matthew and Terry Vertina are the newest of the twin
criminal justice majors, in their sophomore year. At only one
minute apart in age (Matthew is older), they too have both
developed a strong interest in law enforcement.
Born and raised in Ramsey, the Vertina brothers graduated
from Anoka Senior High School where they participated in
the Explorers program as well as robotics. Upon meeting
the Johnson twins for the first time, they connected the dots
that they replaced Bobby and Bryan in the Anoka County
Explorers Program.
Arriving to St. Cloud State in August of 2019, Matthew
and Terry jumped right in knowing they wanted to study
criminal justice. In their Crime and Justice in America (CJS
111) course, they were introduced to guest speakers and
members of the St. Cloud Police Department (SCPD) who
spoke about the employment opportunities for current students.
Connecting with staff from the St. Cloud Police Department, Matthew and Terry are working there, building their
experience and resume. Matthew is an office aide, having
started in the property and evidence room.
“I am getting great hands on experience,” said Matthew.
“In both assignments I had to learn how to deal with the
public and how to balance the organization’s goals.” Every
day he observes how police are helping people.
Terry, too, landed a job at the SCPD in the parking enforcement division as a community service officer. He said
it has been a positive experience thus far and he is getting
a close-up look on how a police department functions and
interacts with the community.

Of the 11,681 spring 2020
undergraduate students, there should be
40 pairs of twins (11,681x.0069).

What are
the odds?

Out of the 260 students, there should be
an average of 1.8 students who are part
of a pair of identical twins (260x.0069).
Three pair in criminal justice makes up 7.5%
(3/40) of SCSU’s [statistically expected] twins,
which is 3x as high as expected by chance.

A [DOUBLE] TAKE

Identical, or monozygotic, twins have the same genetic
makeup, forming after a single fertilized egg cell divides in
half.
A University of Minnesota study on twins is known
globally for illustrating the similarities in behavior, interests, and intelligence of identical twins raised apart from
one another.
Associate Professor of Psychology Joseph Melcher reminds us that identical twins are basically clones. “Identical twins typically have high degrees of common interests,
skills, and aptitudes. Thus, if one is drawn to criminal
justice, both will probably be,” he said.

“Identical twins typically have high degrees of
common interests, skills, and aptitudes. Thus, if one
is drawn to criminal justice, both will probably be.”
— Joseph Melcher, Associate Professor of Psychology

Terry (left) and
Matthew Vertina

Terry and Matthew in their
St. Cloud Police Department
uniforms.
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For these six and for all criminal justice students looking for a career in law enforcement, their prospects are
good. Entering the field with a bachelor’s degree along
with the thorough education mandated by the Minnesota Peace Officers Standards and Training Board (POST)
makes them a desirable candidate with the ability to grow
personally and professionally down the road.
With over 15 years of experience as a law enforcement
officer himself, Professor Shawn Williams can see a huge
benefit to the agency hiring identical twins. “It would be
assumed they were cut from the same cloth,” Williams
said, “Same demeanor, same morals and values.”

EVOLVING
Student Success Center
The new School of Public Affairs Student
Success Center opened Fall 2020.
It is a one-stop shop designed for School
of Public Affairs faculty, staff, and students to easily connect to the assistance
they seek.
While COVID-19 restrictions limits the
use of the space at the time of its opening, the space will eventually be used for
collaboration, studying, and meetings.
The Center can be found in Stewart Hall
329.

COLLABORATING
Land surveying dual enrollment with

St. Cloud Technical & Community College
In Fall 2019, St. Cloud State University’s Department
of Geography & Planning partnered with St. Cloud
Technical & Community College’s Land Surveying &
Civil Engineering program to offer a dual enrollment
program in Land Surveying and Mapping Science,
the first dual enrollment program in the Minnesota
State system.
The new dual enrollment program saves
students time and money as they work
towards a four-year degree. The program focuses only on the land surveying
(not the civil engineering) aspect of the
program at St. Cloud Technical & Community College and graduates are able
to finish with a bachelor’s degree without
exceeding 121 credits.
The early 90s brought changes to Minnesota’s land surveying laws in which a
four-year degree was now required where
previously only a two-year degree was
needed. St. Cloud State offers the only
four-year land surveying degree program
in the six-state Upper Midwest.

Reflection
Today, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg
is celebrated
Kathy Uradnik, Ph.D.
political science

Upon his death, Justice Antonin
Scalia was celebrated as a
champion of the Right. Upon
her death on Sept. 18, 2020,
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg was
celebrated as a champion of the
Left. And yet they were, as Justice
Ginsburg put it, “best buddies.”
They never let their philosophical
or jurisprudential differences
interfere with their relationship or
undermine their respect for one
another.
In this time of animosity and
intolerance, all of us would be
wise to reflect on this fact. These
giants of the Supreme Court could
have been opponents; instead,
they were close friends. For a
broken America, the example
that they set together is arguably
each justice’s greatest legacy. We
need not be opponents across an
unbreachable political divide; we
can work next to and embrace
those with whom we disagree.
Americans who wish to honor the
memories of these great jurists
might consider making the same
choices they did: to set aside
differences, celebrate the best in
each other, and reject politics as a
litmus test for friendship.
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CONNECTING

Alumni, current students stay connected when reading group goes virtual

Professor of Economics Lynn MacDonald connects
current students and alumni with virtual reading
groups during the pandemic

S

ince professor of economics Lynn
MacDonald began facilitating the
economics reading group in 2008,
she has met with students in person,
over dinner, at a local restaurant –
hard copies of that week’s book in
hand.		
In early spring of 2020 the reading
group had to be re-imagined due to
COVID-19.
Since that time the reading group
met weekly over Zoom. Instead of
a book in hand, they used online
articles, webinars, and other video
content as the basis of debate and
discussion. Articles range from
academic journals to pieces from
the National Bureau of Economic
Research.
Anna Nelson, a senior economics
major from the North Metro, greatly
appreciates the preservation of community the reading group brings each
week. “Thanks to Zoom, we are able
to check in on everyone’s mental state

and keep some sense of community
that was otherwise lost for many of
us as we couldn’t go to work or meet
for in-person classes,” she said.
While the face-to-face gatherings
over dinner has been taken away, one
thing the virtual meetings has added:
alumni.
St. Cloud State economics alumni
from all over the United States –
Tennessee, Illinois, New York, and
Oregon – join on a regular basis.
One recent graduate joins from the
U.K.
“So far the meetings have been a
great way for both current students
and alumni to connect and to engage
in critical thinking and discussion
about economics and current events,”
MacDonald said.
Joining the discussion from The
University of Tennessee, Knoxville is
Diego Guerrero ’19. Guerrero, working on a doctorate in economics, sees
the reading group as a way to keep in

“Thanks to Zoom, we are able to check in on everyone’s mental state
and keep some sense of community that was otherwise lost.”
— Anna Nelson

touch with different thoughts, experiences, and take time to both freely
express and educate himself regarding
a matter through discussion.
“Perhaps the most interesting
discussion we had was on the consequences of COVID-19 for jobs and
public policies, where we debated
on the CARES Act, bailouts to
industries, and the most vulnerable
population during the pandemic,”
said Guerrero.
The virtual reading group has
been an excellent venue for current
students to network with alumni as
well as enhance learning outside the
classroom.
“I think the best way to learn is
by being challenged and debate.
The ability to state your perspectives intelligently is a skill that will
benefit each of us as we continue and
complete our educational journeys,”
Nelson added.

Get Involved
Join the Reading Group
Contact Lynn MacDonald,
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS

lcmacdonald@stcloudstate.edu
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Like most students who went abroad
spring of 2020, Spencer Rojas was sent
home much earlier than expected and
had a lot of adapting to do.
This is his story ...
Spencer Rojas in the
city center of Arnhem,
the Netherlands.

ADAPTING

A Unique Semester Abroad
by Spencer Rojas

I

was studying at Hogeschool van
Arnhem en Nijmegen (HAN) at
their Arnhem campus in the Eastern
region of Gelderland in the Netherlands. As the weeks went on since
I arrived at the beginning of the
year, the seriousness of COVID was
becoming more apparent. I booked a
flight home for March 13.
My journey started on the last train
to Schiphol at 1 a.m. for my 7 a.m.
flight to London. The trains do not
run in the Netherlands from 1 to 5
a.m., so I had to get to the airport
early in order to make my flight.
A six-hour layover waited for me
in London before boarding my flight
back to the United States.
It was hard to leave my friends and
life I had made while being in the
Netherlands for six weeks, but I knew
that I had made the right decision in
leaving. There was so much unknown
on how much the virus would affect
all aspects of life. 		
“It was hard to leave my friends and life I
had made ... but I knew I had made the right
decision in leaving.”
— Spencer Rojas

Little did I know that my last night
in my apartment would be the last
time I would be mask-less and within
six feet of more than my immediate
family.
I do not regret leaving nor do I
regret going on my trip (even if it was
only for six weeks). Those six weeks
were some of the best weeks of my
life because of the people I met. I
would do it again in a heartbeat even
knowing the outcome would be the
same.
Back in the U.S., I learned a lot
about myself and how I deal with distance learning from seven time zones
away.
Like most universities, HAN went
to distance learning after a few weeks
off from classes. My program was
made up of almost all international
students, so we faced the unique
challenge of having students all over
the world Zoom into classes at all
hours of the day.
Morning lectures in Ethics and
European Integration became 2 a.m.
Zoom lectures. It was sometimes hard
to pay attention and participate when
my household was asleep.

I do, however, have this experience to thank for helping me narrow-down a type of law I would like
to pursue. I’ve always planned on
going to law school after I complete
my undergrad, but I really didn’t
know what kind of law I wanted to
do.
While abroad, I took an international business law class, which I
found fascinating. Even when my
lectures moved to 5 a.m. Friday, I
was always attentive and excited to be
there.
This entire experience has led to a
lot of personal growth and has taught
me a lot. Studying abroad can be a
transformative experience, and I am
no exception.
I don’t hold any bad feelings about
studying abroad and I am still a huge
advocate for it. I encourage anyone
even remotely thinking about going
abroad to do it.
St. Cloud State offers so many cool
long and short-term trips students
can take advantage of. It was one of
the best experiences of my life.
Spencer is a senior from Farmers Branch, Texas double
majoring in political science and international relations.
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W

ords like “hyflex,” “virtual”
and “asynchronous” slide into
conversations around the School of
Public Affairs (SOPA) these days like
drivers changing lanes on a busy
interstate.
And, on a campus focused on
delivering education throughout the
COVID chaos, the word “change” has
moved in like a BFF. Now embraced,
welcomed, and even accepted in
quarters where it might have been
shunned before, “change” wins the
buzzword prize and Zooming is a
talent.
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Ten months out from the rampant emergence of the
COVID-19 virus across the country, SOPA faculty can define its
impact on their teaching, curriculum, students, and the school’s
future.
Pains? sure. Gains? Absolutely. And more changes emerge
almost weekly.
To a person, faculty can cite what would once again enhance
the education their students should have to develop as successful
leaders in political science, criminal justice, education, economics, health administration and community planning and tourism,
among other careers.
They know because their graduates are among those working
on the front lines, the secondary, and the support lines of the
COVID crisis and its chaos.
SOPA alumni are managing stimulus money for counties,
working for the Red Cross, arguing for stronger safety protocols
as COVID coordinators, nursing patients, working as parole and
12 School of Public Affairs

By Rene Kaluza

probation officers and peace officers in areas of turmoil, juggling
the devastated travel industry’s fallout and helping communities
grow amid economic uncertainty in housing, employment and
business viability.
Just as quickly as SOPA faculty point to the pains and
inconveniences, they recognize gains from the experience – fasttracked technologies and equipment upgrades, new teaching
modes, better identification of personal pressures, new resources
and opportunities to challenge the curriculum status quo.
“I feel like I am being reborn as a professor,” said Rich
MacDonald, who teaches economics. “This has been some kind
of experience for me. And, it has been almost completely
positive.”
He and others are turning COVID data, civil unrest debates
and health care issues into instant lessons.
MacDonald and colleague Mónica García-Pérez use
COVID-related data and statistics to demonstrate key economics

principles and concepts. Professor Shawn Williams’ conversations on criminal justice and race deepen amid current events.
Professor Patricia Bodelson’s disaster planning class has tracked
COVID since January 2020. And, political science Professor
Kathleen Uradnik’s discussions on legal systems and policies
versus law start with the day’s news.
Despite the limits and changes – and sometimes changes on
top of changes – they are confident their students are graduating
with the core skills of good judgment, critical thinking, communication and expression that will further their careers – in times
of crisis and in times of calm.
“We’re still kicking. We’re still giving it
our best shot, which is good. I’m still really “We’re still kicking.
proud of what we do,” said Bodelson,
We’re still giving it
whose classes study international health
our best shot, which
crises. “I’m not saying it’s perfect, but we’re
is good. I’m still
still really making an impact in the academreally proud of what
ic mastery of our students.”
we do.”
Most faculty have adapted curriculum
delivery modes or assignment deadlines,
— Patricia Bodelson,
assessment methods or testing to allow for Political Science Professor
students’ physical and mental stresses and
financial uncertainties amid COVID.
Uradnik takes an individual approach, paying attention to
individual situations.
“The goal is student success. That’s the number one priority,”
she said. “We’re all dealing with the impact. You need an
appropriate perspective of your role in a student’s life.”
Flexibility is key.
“You have to be fluid. If you’re not fluid, you’re just too rigid
to be here in the middle of a pandemic,” Bodelson said. “There’s
a line, and we just cross it back and forth.”
She prefers face-to-face classes and used her infection-prevention knowledge in disaster work to create extreme ventilation
conditions in her classroom to continue that. Winter temperatures and data on post-holiday infections may force her to
reconsider.
In contrast, she chose an online program for the first time for
her large-section class.

Monica Garcia-Perez’s Bitmoji in a Google Slides classroom.

“I made the financial assumption that the students may be impacted by
COVID, or their families. Having hands on practical real life data, more actively, will be a good mechanism to engage them outside the Zoom room.”
— Mónica García-Pérez, Economics Professor

García-Pérez made COVID-induced changes to her economics classes involving access to new resources and data.
“I made the financial assumption that the students may be
impacted by COVID, or their families,” she said. “Having hands
on practical real life data, more actively, will be a good mechanism to engage them outside the Zoom room.”
In community development and planning courses, Professor
Aspasia Rigopoulou-Melcher added tests, interactive activities,
videos, and class discussion questions.
“I used to have like four tests for the whole semester. Now I
have a test every week, because I want to make sure the student
understands.”
While Zoom isn’t a favorite, she uses it to prep students for
each class module and for discussions. And, praises it for
individual student meetings. Those often were a quick stop
between classes; now many run an hour.
“We talk about all sorts of stuff,” she said.
Geography Professor Mikhail Blinnikov is uneasy about
Zooming for his next Conservation of World Resources course.
Typically he assigns a real life issue such as a recycling program
or a city landfill. Students analyze data, consider the geography
and then vet ideas in a small group. In pre-COVID days he
would work the room, coaching discussions.
“It’s totally doable in Zoom,” admits Blinnikov. But he worries
about valuable participation by students who don’t have good
technology or strong connections or have distractions because
they are multitasking or managing duties at home.
Trained as a biologist and geobotanist with a special interest in
Russia, he mourns the loss of class field trips. He feels fortunate
to have had permission for a Boundary Waters visit last summer,
despite the precautions needed to safely transport students.
Like other faculty, Blinnikov points to the live lab work and
global experiences students are missing.
COVID’s clamp on the travel industry and a global lockdown
have deeply challenged the university’s study abroad and tourism
programs.
For a university that bills itself as the most global within the
state system, the COVID restrictions are stifling, Blinnikov said.
When COVID hit fast in March of 2020, the university
scrambled to bring home students in its Alnwick, England,
program.
MacDonald was faculty director and laments that students
lost six weeks of the program’s rich experiences that include trips
to other European countries and around the U.K.
He describes himself as a traditional professor who thrives on
the personal connection to students. It was ideal for the Alnwick
program. He worried about his return to a campus transitioning
to online learning.
“I never wanted students to be solely dependent on the
technology,” MacDonald said. I wanted them to engage with
me. I wanted to get to know them.”
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That’s a challenge when very little of the work is
in person, he said. And, he worried about the
integrity of testing.
But a summer of long walks and contemplation
challenged him to change the way he taught.
“I’m not assigning books,” he said. “I teach the
money and banking course. Anything that’s inside a
book, right now, with regard to monetary policy, it’s
completely outdated.”
“This gives (students) a chance to reflect and
maybe it gives them a chance to work together a
little bit,” MacDonald said. “And it really brings in
the real world.”
He moved to oral exams that resemble a job
interview gradates might eventually face or a
conversation with professionals.
He sees COVID as the change agent transformRich MacDonald
ing his classes going forward.
administers an
“I do have people coming in person. I am
The Alnwick study abroad group outside of
oral final exam
Zooming synchronously, and capturing it on video,
Alnwick Castle on Shrove Tuesday.
via Zoom.
and it’s not a model I would have ever imagined
that I would adopt, much less embrace, MacDonald
struggle with health or finances. Some have lost loved ones or
said. “I don’t feel in any way that it’s compromised the quality of struggle with mental health in the COVID era.			
the educational experience.”
Shawn Schooley teaches and directs the Master of Public
Williams said he believes COVID restrictions are affecting
Administration program. His students graduate into leadership
some kinds of learning in his courses.
positions in city and county governments, agencies and nonprofCOVID-era restrictions limit the depth of important discusits. That immediately puts them in front of much of the commusions for students who will have careers such as law enforcement, nity-based, COVID-focused decision-making. A support system
criminal justice, and victims services.
is important.
“That has changed the dramatic layout of face-to-face critiHe worried about how to create the sense of community that
cal-thinking discussions, especially big conversations with regard typically happened with his program’s in-person learning and
to diversity, inclusion, and race,” Williams said.
about ineffective communication in a ramped up online setting.
Technology may simulate face-to-face, but it’s not the same in
“We know from research that 90 percent of the problem any
Williams’ book.
organization or relationship is ineffective communication
“We don’t have that tension in the room. We don’t have that
because of the imprecise nature of language and symbolic
ability to sit three feet from each other and have a group discusinteractionism, even if we’re trying to be good faith actors,” said
sion and talk about where race plays a role in society.”
Schooley, who has taught from home for personal health reasons.
He switched his classes through the Plymouth graduate facility
from asynchronous to synchronous Zoom to try to retain the
“We don’t have that tension in the room. We don’t
effectiveness of teaching in person.
have that ability to sit three feet from each other and
Schooley also signed on for a virtual tabletop role-playing
have a group discussion and talk about where race
session of The Midnight World through a virtual conference he
plays a role in society.”
was attending. Former military members with PTSD developed
the game to help reduce anxiety. Afterward, Schooley asked the
— Shawn Williams, Criminal Justice Professor
developers to run sessions with his students that would teach
leadership styles – authoritarian, laissez-faire, democratic etc.
COVID isn’t preventing the conversations, Williams said, it’s
“Playing a game is a setting where students can start to use
just pushing us apart a bit versus us having to stay in the room
their imagination, have fun, thinking positively to be in that
and come to some kind of agreement.
empathetic network or that positive emotional attractor state of
Professors also encounter students sharing technology or with
mind where they can actually grow,” Schooley said. The instrucinsufficient technology. Others are caregivers for siblings or
tor can point out situations where a student demonstrated
14 School of Public Affairs

Mikhail Blinnikov
(left of center)
and his summer
2020 Boundary
Waters class.
Taken on the last
day of the trip,
they had spent
five days together
and no longer
needed to wear
masks.

“We want to do what’s most value added, most
effective and efficient, because saying yes
to certain things is necessarily saying no to
others.”
— Shawn Schooley
Master’s of Public Administration Professor

leadership or recognized another student’s talent and the value of
shared leadership.
He hopes graduates might eventually use similar innovative
approaches in their workplaces to increase citizen participation,
build a sense of community and develop talent within their
organization.
Schooley knows there will be choices to be made after feedback and data is analyzed.
“We want to do what’s most value added, most effective and
efficient, because saying yes to certain things is necessarily saying
no to others,” Schooley said.
He and others also attribute increased efficiency to the
pandemic.
When he calculated he was saving five hours a week because of
fewer social distractions and not having to walk to on-campus
meetings, he dedicated that time to online courses through Yale,
primarily on emotional intelligence and emotional well-being.
“It’s supercharged me to accelerate some of these innovations,
and explore new ones, and to really help our students,” Schooley
said.
Rigopoulou-Melcher finds herself working longer and more
concentrated when she works from home.
“Because I don’t have to be social, and don’t get to interact, I
don’t get distracted by stuff. So maybe it’s a blessing.”
Tom Eibes, a graduate of the criminal justice master’s program,
is an adjunct instructor and a corrections security caseworker at
the Minnesota Correctional Facility in St. Cloud.
“Corrections has learned to be more efficient by identifying
some non-essential practices, and focusing on essential functions,” Eibes said.

He describes his job as being like that of a parole officer who
works inside the prison. Primarily he encourages his inmate
clients to focus on rehabilitation and identify the motivations
behind their criminal behavior. The prison’s switch amid COVID
to more written communication with clients was an adjustment
after training on the value of face-to face encounters.
COVID has also allowed the system to test the viability of
telework technology for probation and parole agents, said Eibes,
who also trains colleagues and has had to travel.
“Having that in place is going to streamline that technology
piece and will save state dollars,” Eibes said. “It will allow
agencies to take advantage of efficiencies that we’ve identified.”
SOPA leaders are hesitant to identify what “new normal” will
emerge for academia post-COVID.
Almost no one thinks educational life will return to preCOVID days. But, faculty agree which educational tools and
situations they want to bring back and take forward.
Number one is face time with students — in class and on
campus. It helps detect understanding and makes it easier to read
reactions. That improves broader discussions and brings out
unique perspectives, they say.
Number two is a reconnection
GOING FORWARD
with the global community. The
absence of opportunities to hear
1 Face time with students
relevant speakers on and off
Reconnect with the global
campus, meet people with diverse
2 community
backgrounds, and to travel and
study abroad shrinks educational
Bring back internship
3 opportunities
development, professors say.
Number three is a return of
internship opportunities. Many of those were cut short for SOPA
students as restrictions set in. Practitioners were too busy
working through the chaos of the virus to supervise an intern or
unwilling to put a student at risk. Those are valuable experiences,
and in some cases, a path toward employment.
Almost all faculty are optimistic.
Bodelson expects interest in her classes on disaster planning
and international health crises to pick up.
García-Pérez expects more job opportunities for graduates with
an understanding of economics in a post-COVID economy.
“I feel like there is a silver lining for economics,” she said.
Government, private enterprise, industry and nonprofits are now
looking for economists or people with an economic background.
While many admit to being Zoom-weary, they appreciate that
the tool has allowed them to teach or work from home to protect
health or accommodate family situations. The alternatives of
online, asynchronous, synchronous, hyflex, or in-class instruction
provides choices.
“It’s value added in certain ways, and I’m glad that we have
that option,” Schooley said.
Going Forward, We’re Not Going Back
Hover your phone’s camera here to read the full story or visit
https://scsu.mn/2KEhZNX.

GIVING

Gratitude for our generous supporters and partners

A message from the Advisory Board Chair

I

want to express my gratitude to
each of you who have made a
gift to benefit the students of the
School of Public Affairs. Every
gift to a scholarship fund has a
positive impact on those following in our footsteps by getting
a college education. Your gift
can be the difference between
a student achieving the goal of
obtaining a degree or not.
This year many students have
lost jobs or experienced other
adverse impacts as a result of
the pandemic, so they depend
on financial assistance more
than ever to continue their studDebra Yerigan is a 1982 graduate of
St. Cloud State University and practices
ies. Thank you so much for your
family law at Messerli & Kramer. She
generous support.
If you have never given before, is the namesake of the Debra Yerigan
please consider doing so now. It’s Scholarship for SCSU Student Survey
Directors.
easy. Visit the SCSU Foundation
page – stcloudstate.edu/foundation – and click on the “Make a
Gift” link. A great option is to make your donation to the School of
Public Affairs Scholarship. The School of Public Affairs Scholarship
is directed in conjunction with the Financial Aid Office to seek out
School of Public Affairs majors who might fall through the cracks of
other scholarships that may be otherwise tailored to the interests of
the person who established it. Your gift in any amount will be pooled
with those of others to award meaningful scholarships to School of
Public Affairs students who really need your help.
My education at SCSU set me on a path to success. It must be the
same for many of you. I will be forever grateful for my education
and the financial help I received when I was a student. Please join
me in supporting those who need our help to achieve their success.

$5,000+

Barclay+ and Janet Carriar
Landform Professional Services, LLC
Dennis J. Purcell
Benjamin*^ and Barb Richason
Michael and Gretchen Sieben+
Dale Trippler+•
Debra Yerigan+•

$1,000-$4,999

Barbara+ and King* Banaian
Benevity Community Impact Fund
James Glatzmaier+
Eungmin* and Monica Kang
Lori M. Kuhn
Dan Rogan+ and Kate Menendez
Keith and Heidi Schilawski +
William E. Schramm+•
Steven Smith+• and Barbara Neilson+
Chris Thiebaut+ •
Dick and Martha Theilmann+

$500-$999

Jeff+ and Dena Ehrich
Great River Federal Credit Union
Don Hickman•
Margaret McCue+ and David Wall*
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Chris Thiebaut ‘05

Chas Anderson ‘96
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Dan Rogan ‘00

Dale Trippler ‘69

James Bullard ‘84

Don Hickman

William Schramm ‘04

John Campbell

Shaunna Johnson

Steven S. Smith ‘75
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up to $499

Tom^ and Linda+ Addicott
Aaron+ and Jolyn Anderson
Ray L. Anderson+
Randal* and Torene Baker
Greg and Carol Baron+
Steven Beard*
Rebekah L. Bogenrief+
Nick Bovee-Gazett+
Richard R. Caldecott+
Gary+ and Patricia Gaetz
Crystal East*
Sara Franceen Edel+
George^ and Donnalynn Erickson
Holly Evers~
Eric* and Carrie Fuller
Richard^ and Mary Gleisner
Darla+* and Greg Hamann
N. Eric Hampton*^
Nathan J. Hermiston+
Patricia Hughes*^
Brad+ and Jacqueline Janowski
Gareth E. John*
Lee R. Larson+
Joshua M. Lease+~
Jason Lindsey*

Celebrating

Student Excellence
Richard* and Tracey MacDonald
Bruce+ and Judith Moberg
Kristy Modrow+*
Masoud*^ and Maryam Moghaddam
Tom Oien+*
Marlene+ and Bob Peterson
Susan M. Purcell+
Cheryl L. Reberg+
Andrew C. Revering+
Robert and Debra Riggs
Bill+ and Anne Riggs
David Robinson and Sharon Cogdill^
Todd A. Roggenkamp+
Lyle and Julia+ Rust
Otto+ and Mary Schmid
Patrick J. Schumacher+
Danae Swanson*
David+ and Joanne Swanson
David M. Switzer*
Lindsey Vigesaa*
Brent E. Walz+
Scott Wells~
Jarrod Kyle Wiggins+
Kenneth^ and Ann Wong

* SOPA Faculty or staff

~ SCSU faculty or staff

^ Professor emeritus/retired • Advisory Board

+ Alumni

Giving data, courtesy of the SCSU Foundation, is dated July 1, 2019 through December 31, 2020.

E llie B oisen
Owatonna
G eography
Huskies Showcase finalist for “Toward a
Geographic Remodeling of Localized Urban
Food Deserts: the case of St. Cloud”

J essica C raig
Maple Grove
G eography
Presented at Posters in St. Paul
Winner of Best Reflection with “Towards a
Less Divided Politics: Solving the problem of
electoral map bias through geography”

J erry D uckworth III
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
M aster of P ublic A dministration
2020 Excellence in Leadership Award

A ndrea H aataja ^
Watertown
G eography
Huskies Showcase finalist for “Performing
Culture and Landscape in Lindström,
Minnesota”
Presented senior thesis research on Swedish
ethnic identity in Lindström, Minnesota at
the virtual Annual Meeting of the American
Association of Geographers

P atrick K alonde

The giving grows

New Scholarships Formed in 2020
Cadet Isaiah Chinye Okia Memorial Scholarship
Francis and Pamela Tritz-Okia
Campbell Criminal Justice Scholarship
John H. Campbell, Criminal Justice Professor Emeritus
Landform Land Surveying Scholarship
Landform Professional Services, LLC

Lilongwe, Malawi
G eographic I nformation S ystems M.S.
“Use of Mobile-Based GIS in Hazard Mapping
and Prevention” presentation was awarded
second place for Best Master’s Student
Presentation at the West Lakes American
Association of Geographers meeting

H amza J unaid ^
Jedda, Saudi Arabia
B usiness E conomics
2020 Excellence in Leadership Award

^2019-2020 Scholarship recipient
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40th Annual
Fall Survey

50

Direction
of State

40
30
20

The 40th annual Fall Survey conducted by St.
Cloud State University suggested former Vice
President Joe Biden would win Minnesota
with 53 percent of the vote; President Donald
Trump polled at 38 percent in the sample.
The study indicated a win for Democratic
Senator Tina Smith against her opponent
Republican Jason Lewis, with Smith leading
at 53 percent of respondents versus Lewis’ 36
percent.
According to Minnesotans surveyed, the
most important issues facing the nation were
the COVID-19 pandemic, President Trump
and current national leadership, and political
division.
Two thirds of respondents were confident
in the state’s ability to hold a fair election in
which everyone’s vote – both in-person and by
mail – will be counted. However, 28 percent
of Minnesotans indicated that they either
“have no confidence” or “are not very confident” about a fair election.
Sixty percent of respondents disapproved of
the way President Trump has responded to
COVID-19 this year, while 69 percent of
Minnesotans approve of mandates requiring
people to wear masks indoors in public spaces,
such as stores, restaurants, and government
buildings.
The St. Cloud State University Survey Center
is led by faculty directors and is strongly supported by students. Co-lead student director
Lily Chamerski found this year’s survey to be
more challenging due to COVID-19. “We
found a way to create and execute a successful
survey,” she said.
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Down from 70% in 2017

Wrong Direction

46%

48%

Margin of error ±6.7%

100

Likelihood
of Voting

80
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“Almost certain” “50-50”

Actual: 80% of eligible voters in
Minnesota voted in the 2020 election.

83%

Source: Minnesota Secretary of State as of Nov. 25, 2020

11%

“Not voting”
4%

Margin of error ±6.7%
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Who would
you vote for
today?

50
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0

Actual: Biden 52.6%; Trump 45.4%
Source: Minnesota Secretary of State as of Nov. 25, 2020
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Right Direction

Biden

Trump

54%

39%

Margin of error ±6.7%

History of the SCSU Survey and Research Center
1980

SCSU Survey founded by Stephen Frank.

Survey topics included political candidates,
foreign and military policies, gun control
legislation, attitudes toward working mothers,
the establishment of the state lottery, and the
death penalty.

1984

Copies of “Descriptive Analysis,” a summary
of the first 10 surveys completed were
mailed to community leaders and media
representatives.

ive
s

1981-84

Ar
ch

Computerization of responses were handled
by SCSU’s Academic Computer Services.

t

y
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Photo: St. Cloud S

“Polls are intended to provide local decision-makers
with useful and technically sound information regarding
the characteristics, attitudes and behavior of central
Minnesotans.” — Stephen Frank

The SCSU Survey and Research Center was
founded in 1980 by Dr. Steven Frank as handson exercise in empirical research for students
in his upper-division classes.
The Survey became nationally recognized
when it predicted Jesse Ventura’s 1998
gubernatorial win.
During his tenure as director of the Survey,
Frank played a major role in the development,
administration and analysis of more than
150 telephone surveys for local and state
governments, school districts, and a variety of
nonprofit agencies to inform decision making.
Frank passed away in 2016 at the age of
73. A scholarship fund — the Steve Frank
Memorial Scholarship — lives on in his name
still today.
Pictured: Stephen Frank analyzes survey results
with student Dianne Corrigan in 1984.

Stephen Frank advocates for “immediate hard
wire connections” for modem, paying student
directors, and a centralized location.

1986

Survey featured as one of three of SCSU’s
regional services of Central Minnesota in
Outlook.

1988

Stephen Frank pens an article in the Outlook
Faculty Forum about harmful junk polls.

1996

Computer-assisted telephone interview
software package added as the Survey Center
transitioned away from paper/pencil.

1998

SCSU Survey predicts Jesse Ventura’s
gubernatorial win. Stephen Frank and Steven
Wagner went on to write “We Shocked
the World: A Case Study of Jesse Ventura’s
Election as Governor of Minnesota.”

2007

SCSU Survey Center moves into Stewart Hall.

2012

Nate Silver’s 538.com recognized the SCSU
Survey as the 3rd most accurate survey in the
nation for its work on the 2012 Presidential
election.

2016

Stephen Frank retires and the Survey
continues as an interdisciplinary research unit
co-directed by faculty from Political Science,
Psychology, and Sociology.

Timeline content provided by University Archives and current Survey directors.
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Retirements

FACULTY HI GH LI G H T S

Grants
Mary Clifford
MnState Community Healing
Collaborative, grant
continuation, co-sponsored by
Minneapolis College
Mary Clifford
and Lindsey Vigesaa
Faculty Improvement Grant
for Advancing Child Sexual
Abuse Research using
Technological Innovations
in Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning
Rich MacDonald
and King Banaian
Office of the Minnesota
Secretary of State grant to
study economic performance
in Minnesota’s six planning
areas
Greater St. Cloud
Development Corporation
grant to produce four annual
issues of the St. Cloud Area
Quarterly Business Report
Tom Oien
and David Wall
Leveraged Equipment Grant
Award - Acquisition of
Multispectral and Thermal
Sensor on Dedicated
Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS)

Awards and Recognitions
Darla Hamann
Society of Industrial-Organizational Psychology
(SIOP) Schmidt-Hunter Meta-Analysis Award
for the meta-analysis publication in the last
three years that best advances I-O psychology
for “Age and reemployment success after job
loss: An integrative model and meta-analysis”
Kristy Modrow
Selected to serve on the Minnesota State
Taskforce on Law Enforcement Education
Reform
Lindsey Vigesaa
Huskies Advance Service Learning Approval,
Social Justice Track, for her work with the St.
Cloud OIF Dream Center
David Wall
Appointed to a three-year term on the Sartell
Planning Commission effective January 2020
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Nathan Eric Hampton
Economics
Patricia Hughes
Economics
Masoud Moghaddam
Economics
Benjamin Richason
Geography & Planning

Publications
and Reports
Dick Andzenge
Revisiting Victimology: A Case
for Scientific Victimology
published in A Global
Perspectives of Victimology
& Criminology. Published
Bloomsbury (India) 2020,
pp 36-53
Dick Andzenge
and D. Lee Gilbertson
Applied Victimology: The
Professional Practice of
Victimology in An International
Perspective on Contemporary
Developments in Victimology
Published by Springer
(Germany) 2020, pp 309319
Eungmin Kang
and Artatrana Ratha
“Macroeconomic Determinants
of International Remittances”,
Journal of Economic
Development, September
2020, vol. 45, no 3, pp.
51-76
Lynn MacDonald
”COVID-19 Infects Consumer
Confidence” with Allison
Bily ‘19; Business Central
Magazine, November/
December 2020
Rich MacDonald
and King Banaian
St. Cloud Area Quarterly
Business Report, Published
in St. Cloud Times; Archived
in SCSU Repository; March,
June, September, and
December 2020
Masoud Moghaddam
and Artatrana Ratha
“Remittances and the Dutch
Disease in a Panel Cointegrated Space,” Applied
Economics, Volume 52,
2020, Issue 30

Mikhail Blinnikov
Blinnikov, M.S. 2020. A
Geography of Russia and Its
Neighbors. 2nd edition. The
Guilford Press, New York, NY
Blinnikov, M. and Volkova,L.
2020. Green to gray:
political ecology of paving
over green spaces in
Moscow, Russia. International
Journal of Geospatial and
Environmental Research: Vol.
7: No. 2, Article 2
Mary Clifford
Sex Crimes and Offenders:
Exploring Questions of
Character and Culture;
Published by Rowman &
Littlefield Publishers; with
Alison Feigh ‘10
Mary Clifford and
Lindsey Vigesaa
Police and Researcher
Partnerships to Improve
Response to Crime Victims:
Implementation of the ELERV
Strategy
Mónica García-Pérez
Working Paper Series for
the Washington Center for
Equitable Growth: Baltimore
Study: Credit Scores
Darla Hamann
Health Informatics Journal:
Outcomes of health
information technology
utilization in nursing homes:
Do implementation processes
matter?
Nonprofit law: from tax
advantages to employment
law challenges in K.
Bezboruah & H. Carpender
Eds. Teaching Nonprofit
Management. Edward Elgar
Publishing
Lindsey Vigesaa
An Introduction to Research
Methods in Criminology and
Criminal Justice: Applications
for Students and Practitioners.
Cogella

Travel
Dick Andzenge
Building a Healthy, Engaged and Positive Intellectual & Academic
Culture: Towards a World Class University of Distinction; Nigerian
Conference of Public University Chancellors and Pro-Chancellors March
4, 2020
Reducing Criminal Violence and Victimization through Value and Mindset
Re-orientation, A Nigerian Experiment; International Conference of the
Indian Society of Victimology, University of Madras and Stella Maris
College, Chennai, India Feb. 28–March 1, 2020
Rich MacDonald
Alnwick Castle in Alnwick, England with 14 SCSU students in January
2020. Students were participating in the Spring 2020 Education
Abroad program at Alnwick Castle, for which MacDonald served as
faculty director. COVID-19 forced an early termination of the residential
program and all participants returned to Minnesota on March 20.

Virtual Conferences
Dick Andzenge
Victims of Police Abuse
of Power; A Community
Response presented and
chaired at International
Conference and Symposium
on Victimology, Criminology
and Forensic Studies; O.
P. Jindal Global University,
Sonipat Haryana, Oct. 30,
2020. India
Mikhail Blinnikov
Ecology of Ancient and
Traditional Societies
Conference, University of
Tyumen, Tyumen, Russia virtual presentation on the
phytolith analysis of the
Urnyak Settlement, Nov. 2-6,
2020
South Dakota State University
Geography Convention,
Brookings, South Dakota,
March 2020. Invited speaker
for Green to Gray: Political
Ecology of Paving over Green
Spaces in Moscow, Russia
Rochelle Dyer
2020 National Council
for the Social Studies
Conference; Advancing
Social Justice Dec. 4-6, 2020

In Memoriam
Orville Schmidt
Professor of Political Science 1967-1998
d. December 1, 2020

Mónica García-Pérez
The New Reconstruction:
Creating an Equitable
Society Through Structural
Transformation, a National
Alliance of Fair Housing
event, June 2020
The State of Latinx America:
population and demographic
trends with implications for
economics, education, and
health, a W.K. Kellogg
Foundation event, October
2020
Keynote Speaker: Minnesota
Center for Diversity in
Economics at St. Catherine
University on What are the
Benefits of Immigration?,
November 2020
Organizer of the ASHE
Hispanic Pre-Doc Pipeline
Conference on November 6,
2020 combining a selected
group of applicants and
economists from well-known
academic programs and
professional organizations.
Out of more than 100
applicants, SCSU economics
student Hannah Mayhew was
selected for this cohort.

Reflections on

COVID-19
John D. Baker, J.D.
criminal justice studies

After we come out of this current
pandemic, we are going to see
an increase of people with mental
health issues intersecting with
our criminal justice system. This
pandemic is going to exacerbate
the problem. We need to be
prepared to handle this influx in
the criminal justice system.

Darla Hamann, Ph.D.
public administration

Employers who allow employees
to stay safe by completing as
many assignments as possible
from home, and who allow
employees to take care of their
family needs when they need to,
will have a healthier, happier
and more productive workforce.
They will also be serving the
greater good, reducing the
spread of disease and the stress
in society.

Alvin Yu, Ph.D.
hospitality and tourism

The hospitality industry is
extremely vulnerable to external
incidents, including terrorist
attacks, political instability,
and pandemics. However,
expect a V-shaped recovery
as our fundamental need to
mingle overcomes fear and
travel restrictions are eased.
COVID-19 also gives the
hospitality industry a chance to
turn crisis into opportunity by
recalibrating business strategies,
and for hospitality students, the
reopening of the industry.
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Weinstein ’09 ’11 finds excitement, success with federal career

F

N O TA B LE A LU MNI

ederal employees who go through training at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) in
Glynco, Georgia very well may take several of their classes
from Stacey Weinstein ’09 ’11, an instructor at the training
center.
Weinstein works in the Physical Techniques Division
where she teaches basic students on arrest techniques,
search incident to arrest, control tactics, ground defense,
edged weapon defense, tactical medical training, and CPR.
She is also responsible for keeping students current on
physical fitness training.

22 | School of Public Affairs

The FLETC houses a range of programs from several agencies falling under the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) – firearms, tactics, driving, explosives – to
name a few.
The DHS houses the U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Federal Emergency Management Agency, United
States Immigration and Customs Enforcement, United
States Coast Guard, and the United States Secret Service,
among others.
She loves working out of the gym at FLETC and considers it to be very rewarding. “I am able to teach students
basic skills that may one day save their or their partner’s
life,” she said.
One of only four female instructors in the Physical Techniques Division at the Georgia training center (70 in all),
Weinstein finds her work in the predominantly male environment to be very rewarding. She feels accepted amongst
her peers and able to make the job her own.
The training center houses approximately 3,000 students
at any given time and Weinstein’s first class graduated Jan.
30, 2020.

Hover your phone’s camera here to read the full
story or visit https://scsu.mn/2TDbv3p.

Marie Pflipsen ‘14

Benneth Sheeley ‘11

Marie Pflipsen was recognized as the 2019-2020
Graduate of the Last Decade at an Oct. 16 virtual
awards ceremony hosted by the Alumni Association.

Benneth Sheeley was selected for inclusion in The
National Black Lawyers’ Top 40 Under 40 Black
Lawyers in California.

Pflipsen is the Community Development Director for
the City of Becker and is certified as an Economic
Development Finance Professional through the
National Development Council.

Sheeley is a member of the Sheppard Mullin
Richter & Hampton LLP firm’s Entertainment and
Digital Media Practice Group in Los Angeles.

Rupak Shrestha ‘12

Warsame Warsame ‘20

Rupak Shrestha ’12 was elected to serve on
the board of The American Association of
Geographers’ Political Geography Specialty
Group. His term: 2020-2021.

Warsame Warsame ’20 is the Minnesota Council
of Nonprofits’ Central Minnesota regional
coordinator and Saint Cloud VISTA coordinator.

Shrestha is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of
Colorado Boulder in the Department of Geography.

Warsame graduated in spring of 2020 with a
master’s degree in public administration with a
concentration in nonprofit leadership.

Keeping in touch

CLASS NOTES

‘10s
KATHERINE ABERNATHY
‘19 is an office assistant for
the Washington Secretary
of State in Olympia,
Washington.

‘70s
THOMAS C. SMITH ‘77
retired in 2010 as a city
manager. He was an
active in ICMA chapters
in Minnesota, Alaska, and
Iowa.
‘

80s

STEVEN BUCK ‘85 is an
emergency manager for the
Minnesota Department of
Public Safety - HSEM.
JEFF TEMPLIN ‘85 is a
military analyst for 1Prospect
Technologies and lives in
Midlothian, Virginia.
CHRISTOPHER WAHLE
‘89 is now retired. Over
the course of his career he
served as Department of
Public Safety head, police
chief, police consultant,
police academy instructor,
and criminal justice instructor.

‘90s
ERICK BECKER ‘95 lives
in Elk River with his wife
Heidi. He is an infrastructure
administrator for Connexus
Energy.
TIM HELLWIG ‘95 is a
Professor of Political Science
and Remake Professor of
European Studies at Indiana
University, Bloomington,
Indiana. He received his
Ph.D. in political science from
the University of Minnesota
in 2004.
AMY MADSEN (LENK) ‘98
is the executive director for
Undivided: Women, War,
and the Battle for Peace
and lives in Castro Valley,
California.

LISA (STEWART) SCHRICK
‘94 is a supervisor at Ramsey
County Adult Probation.
JOE THELEN ‘92 is the
human resources director for
the Minnesota Department of
Corrections.

‘00s
RYAN BASSET ‘01 made
a successful transition from
police officer (16 years) to
parole agent with the State of
Minnesota.
ANNA GRUBER ‘08 was
named city administrator for
the City of Sartell in March
2020.
MIKE GUNDERSON ‘07 is
the assistant vice president
of Commercial Banking
Financial Crimes Operations
for Wells Fargo.
CHAD MCGRAW ‘04 is a
corrections case manager for
the Minnesota Department
of Corrections. He also
serves on the St. Cloud State
Employee Advisory Council.
CHRIS THIEBAUT ‘05,
Wilmington, Delaware, is
vice president at BlackRock
Inc. where he runs the
service risk oversight and
instruction teams within the
U.S. Corporate Actions
team. He also serves as the
co-chair of the Securities
Industry and Financial
Markets Association’s (SIFMA)
Corporate Action Forum.

CHRIS BLISS ‘15 went on
to earn a master’s degree in
Human Rights and Politics
from the University of
Manchester (U.K.).
ALICIA (BOSMAN)
ERKENBRACK ‘11 is a
security dispatcher for
Regions Hospital. Her
family recently welcomed
a daughter, Sera. Big
sisters Eryn and Melody are
delighted.
ALYNDA HER ‘15 is a
senior employee relations
immigration analyst for
UnitedHealth Group. She
earned a master’s in Human
Resources Industrial Relations
from the Carlson School of
Management in 2019.
KEVIN HOVLAND ‘16 is
the director of employment
programs at Rise, Inc.
TOM HUNT ‘10 is the
elections coordinator for
Anoka County.
BRITTANY (HEALY)
KENNEDY ‘15 is an attorney
at Rinke Noonan.
CHADWICK KUNKEL ‘12 is
a senior manager of product
development at Capital One.
ANNIE LEIBEL ‘18, Blue
Earth, is the community
and business development
specialist for Community
and Economic Development
Associates.

City of Brooklyn Center. He is
married and lives in Mound.
MEGAN MOORE ‘18 is a
community service officer
for the City of St. Cloud.
She was awarded the 2018
Civilian Employee of the Year
Award from the St. Cloud
Police Department.
RYAN MUSIELEWICZ ‘19 is
a police officer with the St.
Cloud Police Department.
ALFREDO OLIVEIRA ‘14 ‘16
is a residence hall assistant
director and New York
University where he is also
pursuing a master’s degree in
Politics.
ALEC PFARR ‘18 is a
correctional officer with the
Minnesota Department of
Corrections.
TYLER POGREBA ‘18 is a
land surveyor in training at
Widseth Smith Nolting and
Associates
DAVID QUALY ‘19 is a
staff surveyor with Rani
Engineering, Inc. He and his
wife welcomed their second
son in June 2020.
DEREK W. RANDALL ‘18
was appointed chief of the
Cloquet Police Department in
2020.
RILEY REINHART ‘18 is a
program coordinator for
Virtuoso Emerging Products
(Virtuoso Travel).
SERENA WROBEL ‘19 is an
account manager/entry writer
for Navegate.

DAMIEN LIEN ‘16 is
a housing and code
enforcement inspector for the
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We want to hear from you!
Tell us about your awards, honors,
and personal and professional
accomplishments. Drop us a note
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Spring 2020 Master of Public Administration graduates gather
at Husky Plaza for a physically-distanced celebration.
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